
Unit 2: Brand Awareness 
(Sek 1: Jahrgangsstufe 8, 4. Lernjahr, A2/B1)

Allgemeine Erziehungsziele:
Historische Entwicklungen einordnen; 
Abwägung von kommerziellen und selbstbestimmten Interessen; 
Konsumverhalten problematisieren; 
Perspektivenwechsel vornehmen; 
Medien kritisch analysieren;
Standpunkte verstehen und vertreten

Ziele fremdsprachlicher Bildung:
Lesekompetenz schulen;
Informationen über komplexe Sachverhalte verarbeiten;
Landeskundliche und interkulturelle Kenntnisse;
Arbeiten mit Texten und Visualisierungen;
Interessen verstehen und zuordnen;
Standpunkte abwägen und beurteilen

Inhalte und Themen:
Taboo game; 
Brand names; 
A casual day; 
Meanings of logos; 
His or hers? (gender issues); 
Social media; 
Global differences and issues; 
Practising AIDA; 
Shopping-habits; 
Self-assessment

Fertigkeiten, Fähigkeiten, Anbahnung von Kompetenzen:
GeR (Auszüge): 
A2: Kann Sätze und häufig gebrauchte Ausdrücke verstehen, die mit Bereichen von ganz unmittelbarer Be-
deutung zusammenhängen (z.B. Informationen zur Person und zur Familie, Einkaufen, Arbeit, nähere Umge-
bung); kann sich in einfachen, routinemäßigen Situationen verständigen, in denen es um einen einfachen und 
direkten Austausch von Informationen über vertraute und geläufige Dinge geht; kann mit einfachen Mitteln ... 
Dinge im Zusammenhang mit unmittelbaren Bedürfnissen beschreiben. 
B1: Kann die Hauptpunkte verstehen, wenn klare Standardsprache verwendet wird und wenn es um vertraute 
Dinge aus Arbeit, Schule, Freizeit usw. geht; kann sich einfach und zusammenhängend über vertraute Themen 
und persönliche Interessengebiete äußern; kann über Erfahrungen und Ereignisse berichten, Träume, Hoff-
nungen und Ziele beschreiben und zu Plänen und Ansichten kurze Begründungen oder Erklärungen geben 
(Europarat 2001: 35).

Sachfach-Curriculum Po/Wi
Funktionen des Marktes: Verkaufen und Kaufen, einfacher Wirtschaftskreislauf, Preis, Angebot, Nachfrage, 
ökonomisches Prinzip; Geldfunktionen, Einkommen, Vermögen 

Sprachfokus: 
thematisch orientierte Redemittel und Strukturen; 
analysing texts and cartoons; 
CLIL discourse and word fields; 
reading and listening comprehension; 
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negotiation of meaning and perspectives; 
role play;
designing an advertisement 

Lehr- und Lernstrategien: 
double circle*; comparisons and presentations; plenary discussions; crib sheets*; think-pair-share*; group puz-
zle*; placemat activity*; playing a game; independent con tent-based research; creating a commercial

Evaluation: 
formatives Feedback (im Rahmen der Lernaktivitäten mit comparisons, negotiations, explanations of activities 
and procedures, peer scaffolding; plenary discussions, fi ndings of research); summatives Feedback: Ergebnisse 
von Präsentationen, Durchführung und Auswertung einer Werbekampagne

Übersicht Unit 2: Brand Awareness

Unterrichtsstunde 1 
Worksheet 1: Taboo game 

Unterrichtsstunde 2 
Worksheet 2: What is in a name? 

Unterrichtsstunde 3
Worksheet 3: A casual day: uniforms versus brand names 

Unterrichtsstunde 4
Worksheet 4: Logos – what they mean and how they work 

Unterrichtsstunde 5
Worksheet 5: His or hers? (gender divided advertisements) 

Unterrichtsstunde 6
Worksheet 6: Social media (the hidden adverts) 

Unterrichtsstunde 7
Worksheet 7: Global differences and issues 

Unterrichtsstunde 8
Worksheet 8: AIDA (target activity) 

Unterrichtsstunde 9
Worksheet 9: Shopping habits and self-assessment 

Worksheets 1 bis 9: Anregungen zum Vorgehen

Mit brand awareness erarbeiten die Schüler ein Thema, das sowohl im Sachfach-Curriculum der politischen 
Bildung zentral vorgegeben ist, als auch ihren unmittelbaren Erfahrungsbereich betrifft. Das Tragen von Mar-
kenartikeln wird von der Werbebranche intensiv propagiert, prägt auch den schulischen Alltag und führt zu 
kompetitiven Verhaltensweisen unter der lernenden Generation. Nach einem einleitenden Spiel (worksheet 1) 
werden in kritischer Absicht und mehreren Stufen Herkunft, Bedeutung und Funktionsweisen der brand names
thematisiert (worksheets 2 und 4) und mit einem Perspektivenwechsel Praktiken in anglophonen Ländern ana-
lysiert: am Beispiel der Schuluniformen (worksheet 3). Werbung und social media machen sich mittlerweile auch 
gender differences gezielt zu Nutze (worksheet 5-6), wobei ebenfalls global differences eine große Rolle spie-
len, die den manipulativen Charakter von verschiedenen Einfl ussmöglichkeiten beleuchten (worksheet 7). Für 
einen informierten und kritischen Umgang mit dem Fetisch von Markenartikeln steht das in der Werbeindustrie 
gängige Akronym AIDA, das als target activity erprobt wird und die inhaltlichen Kompetenzen und Fertigkeiten 
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der Schüler anbahnt (worksheet 8). Im abschließenden worksheet 9 (self-assessment) können die Schüler ihre 
gewonnenen Einsichten selbst überprüfen.
Im erweiterten sprachlichen Aktionsfeld ist formatives Feedback durchgängig in den worksheets angelegt, wäh-
rend summatives Feedback die gewonnenen Erkenntnisse und Fähigkeiten der Schüler in crib sheets, gapped 
texts, reading comprehension, rubrics, discussions und einer target activity (advertising) dokumentiert. Alle 
worksheets sind so konzipiert, dass sie in rhythmisierten Stunden (90 Minuten-Einheiten) bearbeitet werden.

Worksheet compass 

phase                        activities of
    teachers                             students 

scaffolding

planning;
backward design

issues/
problems to be solved

analysis, assessment, negotia-
tion, critical thinking, rating, 
designing campaign

worksheet compass

guiding questions and 
outcomes

advance organizer; study objec-
tives, peer-scaffolding 

gaming rules, advertising

complex task … peer scaffolding, double circle, 
working in groups,
placemat activity,
plenary discussion,
presentations 

crib sheets*, useful phra-
ses, discourse fi les, rubrics, 
discussion,
interactive conversations, 
advertising 

worksheet 1 Taboo game task 1: explain, decide, play 
game

gaming rules, implementing

worksheet 2 What is in a name? task 2: fi ll in the gaps, discuss
task 3: select, describe, sort out, 
outline, discuss task 4: list, read 
out 
task 5: characterise, explain 

group work, round robin*, 
double circle*, think-pair-
share*, gapped text

worksheet 3 A casual day: uniforms 
versus brand names

task 6: compare, discuss, assess
task 7: study, outline, different-
iate, fi ll in the table, mediate 
task 8: interview, take notes
task 9: write, refl ect 
task 10: discuss, compare

think-pair-share*, group puz-
zle*, interview, role play 

worksheet 4 Logos – what they mean 
and how they work

task 11: discuss, describe 
task 12: interpret, discuss 

double circle*, cartoon 
interpretation*, placemat 
activity* 

worksheet 5 His or hers (gender divi-
ded advertisements)

task 13: analyse, describe, com-
pare
task 14: identify
task 15 (target activity): ex-
pound, design, examine, discuss

creating a commercial, 
gallery walk*

worksheet 6 Social media (the hidden 
adverts)

task 16: investigate
task 17: compare
task 18: discuss

rubric, role cards for discus-
sion

worksheet 7 Global differences and 
issues

task 19: outline, rank 
task 20: read, mediate, prepare

think-pair-share*, placemat 
activity*, crib sheet* 
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worksheet 8 AIDA (target activity) task 21: compile, explain, collect 
task 22: discuss, negotiate, com-
pare, design

crib sheet*, placemat activi-
ty*, advertisement campaign 

worksheet 9 Shopping habits and 
self-assessment

task 23: rate, discuss, match, 
negotiate 
task 24: read, present 
task 25: assess, explain

placemat activity*, gapped 
text, questions/answers, 
self-assessment 
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Worksheet 1: Taboo game

Task 1:

Explain the rules of “Taboo” in plenary and decide which popular or well-known brand names will be written on 
index cards, adding related words to each. Then set up the classroom as described below and play the game. 

Scaffolding (index cards)

Sample of an index card

Irn-Bru
Scottish drink – competes with Coca Cola and Pepsi – No 2 after whisky – good marketing – energy drink – red in colour 
– contains some caffeine – sounds like “iron”

Scaffolding (rules)

A simplifi ed version of the board game “Taboo”
Before class, several index cards are created. On each card write one word in a large font with a circle around 
it, and underneath write 2-4 related words in a smaller font. The goal is for you to get your teammates to guess 
the circled word. They can say anything they like to try to make them guess, except for the words written on 
the card. The class is divided into groups of two, and each group’s name appears on the board to keep track 
of points. Place a desk in the front of the room facing the class, so that someone sitting at it has their back to 
the board and can’t read it. Place another desk in front of it, so the teammates are facing each other. A team is 
picked to go fi rst, and they choose a card. The teammates decide who will guess and who will talk. The guesser 
sits with their back to the board. On the board, making sure the guesser can’t see, write the circled word as well 
as the other taboo words. The talker then has to try to make their partner guess the circled word without saying 
it, or any of the other words. After they guess it another group comes up. When all the groups have gone, do 
it again and have the teammates switch roles. 

(adapted from: http://iteslj.org/c/games7.html, last accessed June 2018)
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Worksheet 2: What is in a name? 

Task 2:

Fill in the gaps and, in a think-pair-share format*, discuss what is in a name by answering the questions in the se-
cond paragraph.

Gapped text

The Name Jar
Unhei is a young ……… girl, who moved to the United States with her parents. At her new school, the children 
in her class have diffi culties in understanding her name and often ……… it. They even make fun of her so that 
Unhei feels sad and wonders if she should choose another name, sounding American. Her teacher takes pity on 
her and brings a ……… ……… to class in which the children can ……… a new, American name for her. At the 
end of the story, the name jar has disappeared because her classmate Joey fi nds Korean names more interesting 
and has ……… one for himself, meaning “friend”.

(Story by Yangsook Choi, adapted from: https://www.teachingchildrenphilosophy.org/BookModule/TheNameJar?acti-
on=print, last accessed August 2018)

Questions:
What happened in Unhei’s new school? Why did the name jar ……… at the end?
Have you ever felt ……… about your name, like Unhei?
Why are names so important to people? You are required to write a ……… about both your fi rst and last 
names: What does your name ………? What is the ……… of your name? Why did your parents give you your 
name? Who or what does your name ……… you of? How do you feel about your name and why?
(BK)

Scaffolding

Word bank
remind – origin – mean – paragraph – embarrassed – disappear – chosen – suggest – name jar – mispronounce 
– Korean

Task 3: 

Select three international brands (sports shoes, soft drinks, clothes) and describe what kind of product they are. 
Use the list “brand images” below, which you need to sort out fi rst. Then, outline what brands they are and which 
features they have. You might also wish to choose your own products and discuss the choice in your group.

Scaffolding

Brand images

features brand name

New Balance 

Tandberg

Porsche Cup Car
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Diet Coke

healthy – cheap – good value – attractive – tasty – un-
healthy

dynamic – fast – fun – good design – speedy – retro 

innovative – successful – reliable – perfection – good 
quality

trendy – fashionable – sporty – keeping fi t – ambitious

Task 4: 

In a round robin* activity, think of a popular brand (international or from your own country) and list words associa-
ted with it. Then read out your list and make the others guess what article or product this could be.

My favourite brand list

My brand associated words

sports

hobby

food

fashion
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Task 5: 

In order to characterise a special product and why people would buy it, you can use a concept list (important words) 
and discourse phrases (how you talk about it). In a double circle*, explain to a partner why people buy certain prod-
ucts and what might infl uence their decisions.

Concept list

English meaning/context

brand awareness high level of attention, infl uences consumers in wanting to buy so-
mething, only between three and seven brands in each segment hold 
consumer’s attention, adds value to the product, much money invested 
by advertising

brand recall …

brand recognition ...

purchase decision wanting to buy something

product launch …

consumer satisfaction ...

... using the media to promote sales

‘Share a Coke’ campaign with perso-
nalised bottles or cans

started in Australia with popular names written on the drink, spread 
through social media

... effective in social networks, spreading through social media, brand 
identity (Ronald McDonald), family friendly, happy housewives

Voc.: brand awareness: Bekanntheit eines Markenartikels; product launch: Produkteinführung; consumer satisfaction: Kunden-
zufriedenheit
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Scaffolding

Discourse phrases

English meaning/context

... remember product name

consumers identify a brand ...

we follow brands like rock stars …

they sell ideas and lifestyles products made important to one’s own life

strengthen the brand’s bond with … …

inspire moments of happiness feelings

enlist new customers ...

bringing the brand to the attention of an audience …

brands with human characteristics Michelin man, ...

Voc.: brand: Handelsmarke, Markenartikel; bond: Bindung, Verbundenheit; inspire: erwecken
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Worksheet 3: A casual day: uniforms versus brand names

Task 6:

In Australian schools, once or twice a year, students do not have to wear their school uniforms – but they can come 
to school in their everyday clothes. This is called a “casual day” and very much enjoyed by all students; often the 
day is connected with fund raising. In a think-pair-share* format, compare the Australian practice with the ways 
fund raising is organised in your own school. Discuss differences and assess why there is a connection with lifting 
the uniform obligation for one day.

Voc.: casual: lässig, entspannt (hier: Erlaubnis ohne Schuluniform zur Schule zu kommen); fund raising: Geld sammeln für einen 
guten Zweck

Casual day
Each year our student leaders consider holding a ‘gold coin’ charity fundraiser in Term 3 to raise money for 
people less fortunate than ourselves. This usually coincides with the last day of term with a ‘casual clothes day.’

Read more about it on this blog: http://blogs.craigburn.sa.edu.au/blog/2017/09/19/doing-it-in-a-dress-casual-day-fundrai-
ser/ (last accessed June 2018)

casual day fund raising in my school

lifting the uniform obligation means freedom for stu-
dents – they can wear their own clothes

we collect money …

students are willing to pay for this freedom by giving 
a dollar or two for a charity and thus support fund 
raising in their school 

to help fi nance …

Task 7: 

School uniforms: the debate
In a group puzzle*, study the different statements about wearing school uniforms and outline the facts – differen-
tiate between pros and cons and fi ll in the table below (some mediation will be required). Before starting the pro/
con debate in your groups, also consider the visual aspects of wearing a uniform as contrasted in the two pictures 
below from an Australian and a German school.
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Statements

School uniforms: pro/con, because:

School uniforms are part of the school tradition. They 
remove peer pressure, because everyone wears the 
same clothes and support students’ pride in their 
school. 

pro: …

Für alle Austauschschüler ist es komisch, am Anfang 
seine von zu Hause gewohnten Kleidungsroutinen und 
Vorlieben zu vergessen und im Spiegel auszusehen, als 
wär man neuerdings Schüler in Hogwarts.

con: …

“If it means that the school rooms will be more orderly 
and more disciplined, and that our young people will 
learn to evaluate themselves by what they are on the 
inside, instead of what they’re wearing on the outside, 
then our public schools should be able to require their 
students to wear uniforms.” (President Clinton in a 
1996 speech)

pro: …

School uniforms are too spendy and simply line the 
pockets of corporate fat cats.

con: …

Die Uniform nimmt dir morgens beim Fertigmachen 
für die Schule “die Qual der Wahl”. 

pro: …
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Your transition towards adulthood can be hindered 
with uniforms. Since it is mandatory, you are not given 
the chance to decide for yourself, which is one of the 
hallmarks of adulthood.

con: …

Die Schuluniform steigert wirklich Verbundenheit und 
Zusammenhalt. 

pro: …

The fact that uniforms are boring is a defi nite reason 
why requiring it in schools is a bad idea.

con: …

Perhaps the worst thing about uncomfortable uni-
forms is the fact that it can actually get in the way of 
learning. You focus more on your uniform, instead of 
what you need to learn at school.

con: …

Uniforms actually attract bullies. con: …

Nach dem ersten richtigen Schultag wirst du sehen, dass 
alle anderen in der Schule genauso “doof” aussehen 
wie du.

con: …
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Uniforms are very costly, too! In fact, Americans spend 
about $249 on uniforms yearly.

con: …

If only Facebook had a dislike button, mandatory uni-
forms would receive the thumbs down from students 
all over the globe. That’s because no student likes 
uniforms! You can search every corner in the world 
and no student would say that he or she loves his or 
her uniform.

con: …

Image 1: Luther College in Melbourne has two brands of uniforms, with differently coloured jumpers for junior and senior 
grades (photo: Bernd Klewitz)

Image 2: Year 7 students in a German Middle School (photo: Bernd Klewitz)
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Would you personally wear a school uniform if it was possible?

pro con

… …

Task 8: 

A German no-logo day

Agree on a date on which everyone tries to wear something without a logo on it. Afterwards, interview three class-
mates about their experience. Take notes on how diffi cult or easy it was for them to fi nd clothes without logos or 
brand names. Did someone else (friends, family, etc.) recognise the no-logo day? The table below might help you. 

Student’s name How diffi cult/ easy was 
it to fi nd clothes without 
logos?

Did someone else recogni-
se the no-logo day?

Other interesting points 
that were mentioned

Task 9:

In groups of 4-5, write down a dialogue for a little role play, in which you criticise brands in schools on an extra 
sheet. Afterwards, each group performs in front of the class. 

Then, refl ect on the content of the different role plays. Pay attention to the following questions:
▶ Which problem did the play address?
▶ Have you ever experienced a similar situation yourself or seen a situation like this?
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Task 10:

With a partner, discuss the advantages and disadvantages of both systems – strict dress codes with school uniforms 
or free choice and risking brand obsession and compare your results in plenary.

Advantages: …

Disadvantages: … 
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Worksheet 4: Logos – what they mean and how they work 

Task 11:

Discuss – in a double circle* – why people are attracted by the annual “sales”. Describe how you would act if a good 
bargain is offered and why you would prefer to buy brand names you know about. Use the scaffolding below.

Photo: Bernd Klewitz

Scaffolding “sales”

sales cheap or pricey?

often in the year: Christmas time, summer sales, end-
of-year, winter close

inferior products, less quality, old fashioned stuff
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clearances to make room for new goods: attracts peop-
le by cheap bargains

price reductions often manipulated (higher price origi-
nally, ….

Task 12:

Interpret the cartoon and discuss the different attitudes shown in the situation. 

Cartoon

Content: key words: …

Context/ description: two men fi shing on the seafront; one is …

Technique: cartoon as part of a card game (ten of crosses) indicates that  irony …

Photo Attribution by PhotosForClass.com,  https://www.fl ickr.com/photos/andertoons-cartoons/2428164606/, http://creative-
commons.org/licenses/by/2.0 (last accessed June 2018)
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Worksheet 5: His or hers? (gender divided advertisements)

Task 13: 

Analyse the designs on the cans and assume why they appeal to women and men in different ways. 

Left: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/3/3c/Diet-Coke-Can.jpg; 
right: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/3/3f/Lata_de_Coca_Cola_zero.jpg (last acces sed June 2018)

Scaffolding: Describe and compare pictures

Describing:
▶ What can you see?
▶ What is in the background/ foreground/ in the middle …?
▶ What colours are used?

In the photo/ picture you can see …
The photo/ picture shows/ depicts …

▶ Comparing:
▶ Are there any similarities/ differences in size/ shape/ colour etc.?
▶ Consider what these similarities/ differences mean/ imply.

In comparison, it can be seen that … 
In contrast to …, this picture shows …
A is (not) as tall/ colourful/… as B.
This difference could mean that …

Task 14: 

Can you think of advertisements for Diet Coke and Coca-Cola Zero (No Sugar)? If not, research some commercials on-
line. You can start with the given example and look at similar videos. 

Work with a partner and compare the ads for Diet Coke and Coca-Cola Zero. Identify differences and similarities in the 
advertisements. Share your fi ndings in plenary.

Example – advertisement link for Diet Coke: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LnZnSumfIlE (last accessed June 2018)
Example – advertisement link for Coca-Cola Zero Sugar
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FJud4cv-0vI (last accessed June 2018)
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Task 15 (target activity): 

Bring a toy catalogue to school. In pairs, look through some catalogues and cut out any toy that is particularly ad-
vertised for boys-only or girls-only. Glue the different toys on one poster for girls and one for boys. Afterwards, pin 
the paper to the wall. Make a gallery walk* and expound noticeable differences in boys- or girls-oriented toys. You 
may use the categories in the table below or come up with new ones.

Categories Boys Girls

Colour

Theme

Products

Salience

Size

Shape

Voc.: salience = Auffälligkeiten

In groups of 4, design a poster or video fi lm which advertises a product for the other gender. You can use the toy ca-
talogue as an inspiration for a product you want to promote. Keep in mind the differences between advertisements 
aiming at girls or boys that were discussed previously. 
Afterwards, the posters/ videos should be examined by the gender they are aiming at. Discuss the aspects of the 
advertisement that are appealing and things that are striking. 

Discuss whether the distinction between boy’s and girl’s toys is necessary. Is there any toy that is advertised for the 
other gender that you would like to own as well?
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Worksheet 6: Social media (the hidden adverts)

Task 16: 

You are going to investigate advertisements in social media. The class will be divided into four groups. Each group 
will focus on a different type of social media. Pay attention to advertisements that are being openly declared and 
hidden commercials. Afterwards, collect your fi ndings in class using the rubric below.

Social media form Examples for declared 
advertisement

Examples for hidden ad-
vertisements

Proportion between 
declared and hidden ad-
vertisements

Facebook

Instagram

YouTube

Blogs

The group on blogs can examine different types of blogs (beauty, travel, fi tness etc.). 

Task 17: 

Compare the effects social media advertisement has on you to the effects of ordinary advertisement (poster, cata-
logue, TV commercials etc.). From a brand’s perspective, identify the advantages and disadvantages of both forms 
of commercials. 

advantages disadvantages

social media advertisement

ordinary advertisement

Task 18: 

Discuss the following statement with the fi shbowl* method:
Social media advertisements should not advertise products for children. 
Therefore, divide up into two groups: group 1 advocate of social media networks and group 2 parents. Come up 
with arguments for your side and take some notes. Afterwards, hold a fi shbowl discussion.
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Role Card A: Advocate of Social Media Networks

Description: You are against the statement because you want to make money with social media networks and you 
will, therefore, highlight positive aspects of social media advertisements.

Arguments for your side Arguments of opponents Counterarguments to opponent’s 
arguments

Role Card B: Parents

Description: Parents are concerned about the fact that advertisements in social media networks might manipulate 
their children’s will. As there are many so-called “hidden advertisements”, the children often do not recognise the 
advertisements as such. 

Arguments for your side Arguments of opponents Counterarguments to opponent’s 
arguments
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Worksheet 7: Global differences and issues

Task 19:

Outline reasons for the success of these global brands and add your own ranking, using think-pair-share*.

Top list of global brands My own ranking

Apple
Google
Coca-Cola
Microsoft
Toyota
IBM
Samsung
Amazon
Mercedes-Benz
General Motors

…

Task 20:

Read the text and mediate the contents for your Australian pen pal, who works on a project about child labour in 
the Third World and the European view on it. Prepare a crib sheet* fi rst.

China führt das Ranking der Einfuhrwerte wichtiger Importländer nach Deutschland 2013 deutlich an (Abbildung 
2). Bekleidung im Wert von 7,87 Milliarden Euro wird von dort aus nach Deutschland verschifft. Es folgen Bangla-
desch (3,24 Milliarden Euro) und die Türkei (3,1 Milliarden Euro). Da der Durchschnittswert pro Bekleidungsstück 
insgesamt niedriger ist als die Preise der Einfuhren aus nicht-asiatischen Ländern, kann somit die mengen mäßige 
Bedeutung asiatischer Produzenten als deutlich höher angesehen werden. Insgesamt können in Deutschland 
wertmäßige Importe von 26,58 Milliarden Euro verzeichnet werden, eine Veränderung zum Vorjahr von 2,5%. Bis 
Ende Juni 2014 ist ein erneuter Anstieg der Textilimporte im Vergleich zum ersten Halbjahr 2013 zu verzeichnen.

http://www.bpb.de/gesellschaft/bildung/kulturelle-bildung/199046/wirtschaftsmacht-modeindustrie-alles-bleibt-an-
ders?p=all (last accessed June 2018)
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Crib sheet

China is leading textile imports …

Payment of workers in emerging countries …

Manche [der asiatischen] Exportzonen führen kein nationales Arbeitsrecht, verbieten Gewerkschaften oder de-
ren Aktivitäten. Junge Frauen im Alter von 18 bis 25 Jahren machen gut 60% der Beschäftigten aus. Als Beispiel 
kann Bangladesch genannt werden. 2,2 Millionen junge Frauen arbeiten in der Textilbranche, anders als in 
Deutschland aber 13 bis 16 Stunden täglich, leisten zusätzlich Überstunden und das alles bei einem geringen 
Lohn von 20 Euro pro Monat. Die fehlende Schulbildung bietet den Frauen kaum eine Alternative. Insbeson-
dere die teilweise katastrophalen Arbeitsbedingungen stehen im Mittelpunkt der Kritik von NGOs, die seit den 
1990er Jahren in diesem Bereich aktiv sind. Die meisten Unternehmen beriefen sich damals auf die juristische 
Unabhängigkeit der Lieferanten und wiesen die Kritik der NGOs ab. Erst Ende der 1990er  Jahre reagierten die 
ersten Markenunternehmen; No-Name-Anbieter sowie Anbieter von Billig ware verhalten sich bis heute passiv.

Bei Aufl istung der Kosten eines Kleidungsstückes, das in einem solchen Schwellenland produziert wird, wird 
sichtbar, wie sich die Bezahlung der Näherinnen gestaltet. Verkauft wird beispielsweise eine Jeans für 14 Pfund 
(circa 16 Euro), hergestellt wird sie in Bangladesch. Die Produktionskosten stellen 5% des Gesamtpreises dar und 
liegen bei 1,16 US-Dollar. Dabei werden mit 90 Cent die Fabrikkosten gedeckt, 26 Cent sind Gewinn der Fabrik. 
Zu den Fabrikkosten gehören Löhne und Sicherheitsmaßnahmen. Die restlichen Kosten der Produktion sind 
Vertrieb, Ladenkosten (zusammen 47%), Transport (20%) und Materialkosten (18%) zuzuordnen. Die Margen 
sind somit enorm, eine Jeans aus China kostete 2008 nur 6,93 Euro, aus Bangladesch sogar nur 4,72 Euro. Selbst 
ein No-Name-Shirt mit einem Verkaufspreis von 4,95 Euro erzielt noch einen Gewinn von 13%, etwa 40% der 
Kosten generieren die deutschen Lohnkosten, Ladenmieten und die Werbung – der Lohn der Näherinnen macht 
lediglich 2,6% aus.

http://www.bpb.de/gesellschaft/bildung/kulturelle-bildung/199046/wirtschaftsmacht-modeindustrie-alles-bleibt-an-
ders?p=all (last accessed June 2018)
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Worksheet 8: AIDA (target activity)

Task 21:

On a crib sheet*, compile the brand names mentioned in the text, like “Eduscho, Haribo, Hanuta …”, and explain
the characteristics of the products and where they are used. Add other examples that you can fi nd or are already 
familiar with. In the area of palindromes, collect examples from German and English (as shown in the scaffolding 
below).

Brand names 
Apart from packaging, the most effective means to promote sales of a product is drawing attention to the 
name itself, which would have certain characteristics. As brand names are not supposed to contain descriptions 
of the product, the names have to be found by using other aspects. They could be referring to the producer’s 
name, as in Eduscho (Eduard Schopf), Haribo (Hans Riegel Bonn), Hakle (Hans Klenk). Another building block is 
the usage of parts or ingredients of the product, such as Hanuta (Haselnuss Tafel – English “nut”), Osram (parts 
of osmium and wolfram), Onko (Ohne Koffein). 
In medical products, often Latin or Greek words are combined. Aspirin, for example, contains words like Aspar-
aginsäure and Spirinsäure, the anti-pain drug Finalgon literally means “stopping the pain” (fi nis from Latin = 
end; algos from Greek = pain).
The combination of initials is another way of creating product names. HB stands for Hans Bergmann, Agfa for 
Aktiengesellschaft für Anilinfabrikation, Geha for Georg Hübner. Popular in brand names are also words that 
can be read in both directions, also called palindromes. Examples are Mum, Ata, Maoam, Uhu. Such names 
have a high recall value. Employment of prestigious words can also be observed, like Victoria (tool for repairing 
bikes) or car names like Admiral, Diplomat and Commodore (used to be Opel). Finally, a foreign sounding to a 
German word is often also added: Nierosta (rostet nie) or Vileda (as good as leather). (BK)

Scaffolding

Palindromes

German English

Lagerregal
Neben
Rentner
LOL 
...

A man, a plan, a canal, Panama
wow
Don‘t nod
I did, did I?
My gym
…
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Crib sheet

Eduscho ...

Haribo ...

Hanuta ...

... ...

Task 22: 

Get together in groups of four and, in a placemat activity*, discuss elements of an advertisement campaign pro-
moting a product of your choice. The principles of AIDA should be used. Negotiate the most convincing aspects and 
enter them in the middle of the placemat for further use. Compare results in plenary and, back in your group, design
the campaign by drawing on slogans, pictures and posters, which would be presented in your classroom.

AIDA
Asking advertising agencies about their most effective campaigns, they usually come up with the formula AIDA. 
This is the American acronym for Attention – Interest – Desire of possession – Action. Attention stands for draw-
ing attention to something, interest for a special product, desire for wanting to own it, action for the consumer 
to go ahead and buy it.
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Worksheet 9: Shopping habits and self-assessment

Task 23:

In this exercise, you can rate yourself according to research categories. In a placemat activity*, discuss these catego-
ries fi rst (after matching them!) and then negotiate your own stance with the other students. Note: it may well be 
that you would qualify for more than one category.

Match categories with profi le and fashion aspects, then place yourself. Use the examples below to complete the 
table. 

profi le fashion

Low income less privileged … no life style markets …

Desire-oriented (hedonistic) spontaneous individualistic …

Mainstream middle of society … don’t need “a big house …”

Traditional disciplined … no money out of the window …

Green values believe in … authentic clothes …

Agile balance between … elegant and extravagant …

less interested 
in fashion and 
trends; 
no luxury or 
brand names; 
authentic clot-
hes but not only 
knitted swea-
ters and batik 
t-shirts; 
often outdoor 
equipment

spontaneous, 
taking risks, live 
the full life; 
against routines 
and conventio-
nal values; alter-
native scene; ori-
ginal, provoking, 
independent; 
chilled life style

middle of socie-
ty; adapt and 
look for com-
promise; work 
hard and show 
responsibility; 
decisions that 
make sense

elegant and 
extravagant; 
trendy clothes; 
creative; diffe-
rent styles; 
little designer 
stores; 
want to be dif-
ferent

don’t need 
“a big house 
and Ferrari”; 
self-confi dent; 
no experiments 
in clothing; 
well-dressed but 
not overly mo-
dern or trendy

no life style 
markets; nonde-
script, unobtrusi-
ve; limited fi nan-
cial resources

balance be tween 
self-fulfi llment 
and success; 
fl exible and 
innovative; open 
to new experien-
ce and modern 
art; 
trendy locations

individualistic, 
unique; pier-
cings, tattoos; 
cultivated but 
dowdy; design 
fashion plus fl ee 
market; high 
brand awareness

believe in demo-
cracy, justice, the 
environment, 
try to convince 
others of their 
values; inte-
rested in other 
cultures; against 
prejudices and 
racism; critical 
attitudes

low consumer 
demand; 
no money out of 
the window; ou-
ter appearance 
not too import-
ant; practical 
clothes; 
not interested in 
brand hypes

less privileged; 
try to impro-
ve; diffi culties 
in school and 
family; import-
ant: approval, 
compliments, 
family; 
unfair society; 
lacking success

disciplined, quiet 
and sociable; 
secure place in 
society; accept 
given order; 
skeptical to-
wards novelties; 
normal biogra-
phy; like job, 
family, children

Voc.: nondescript/unobtrusive: unauffällig; dowdy: nachlässig; adapt: sich anpassen; sociable: gesellig; novelties: Neuheiten 
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Task 24:

Read the gapped text about “Fast Fashion” and, in plenary, present some articles you would be likely to buy.

Gapped text
Changing shopping …….. cause retailers to adapt by following trends and offering fast fashion to their ……..  
In this way, the …….. is quicker and varies products, especially those in …….. fashion. The strategy employed 
by companies is called fast fashion to …….. new articles that accelerate fashion cycles and …….. consumers’ life 
style and the demand of ……… . Glossy magazines, music, TV and the internet heighten the demand …….. for 
new looks according to what is worn in clubs and on the streets. Particularly young customers are …….. by fast 
fashion offered in modern clothes shops like Zara or H&M. They have to continuously react to changing fashion 
trends and consumer …….. by a renewed product range. (BK)

Voc.: retailer: Einzelhändler; turnover: Umsatz; accelerate: beschleunigen; accommodate: befriedigen; craving: Sucht; target: 
als Zielgruppe angesprochen

Scaffolding

Word bank
demand – targeted – craving – novelties – accommodate – supply – designer – turnover – customers – habits

Task 25:

Can you do these things in English? Tick a number on each line. 
1 = I can’t do this, 5 = I can do this very well. Explain what things you cannot do so well and what you would like to 
do about them.

Discuss brands 1 2 3 4 5

Describe effects and infl u-
ences

1 2 3 4 5

Talk about the image and 
qualities of a product

1 2 3 4 5

Talk about advertising and 
marketing

1 2 3 4 5

Describe an advert 1 2 3 4 5

Pass on detailed informa-
tion

1 2 3 4 5

Use advertising language 1 2 3 4 5


